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Cat - Wikipedia The cat (Felis catus, or Felis silvestris catus, literally "woodland cat"), often referred to as the domestic cat to distinguish from other felids and
felines, is a small, typically furry, carnivorous mammal. It is often called house cat when kept as indoor pet or feral/feral domestic cat when wild. Urban Dictionary:
cat call Good News: Johnny got laid by giving a CAT CALL. BAD NEWS: The CAT CALL was given by the JUNIOR High School, and not the SENIOR high
school, so Johnny is doing 10 - 20. Billy and Tommy got grounded when Lisa tattled on them for doing CAT CALLS on the playground. What Is a Female Cat
Called? | Reference.com If the specific cat in mention is currently raising kittens or is a soon-to-be mother, the term "Queen" would be an acceptable title, but female
cats that aren't nursing or pregnant are typically referred to as a "Molly," which connotes less of a motherly feel.

How a cat called Lil Bub stole the hearts of a nation ... How a cat called Lil Bub stole the hearts of a nation LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA â€“ Mike Bridavsky was
in a bad way in 2012. The Bloomington, Indiana recording studio he had put his life savings into was on the brink of collapse. A Street Cat Named Bob (2016) IMDb Although the cat is the main focus of the film, it is more than just about a cat. This film also makes you consider the homeless community in London and how
the drug culture on the streets is not something to be ignored. Polydactyl cat - Wikipedia A polydactyl cat is a cat with a congenital physical anomaly called
polydactyly (or polydactylism, also known as hyperdactyly), that causes the cat to be born with more than the usual number of toes on one or more of its paws.
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